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G R E E K V E R B S
====================
1. OVERVIEW OF FORMS
The Greek verb has two voices (active and passive), two aspects (continuous and
noncontinuous) and three tenses (present, future and past). Like this:
Active:
Continuous
Present
Future
Past

ðuˈlevo I am working
θa ðuˈlevo I shall be working
ˈðuleva I was working

Passive:
Continuous
Present
Future
Past

ˈdinome I am getting dressed
θa ˈdinome I shall be getting d.
diˈnomuna I was getting dressed

Noncontinuous
(na) ðuˈlepso I (should) work
θa ðuˈlepso I shall work
ˈðulepsa I worked

Noncontinuous
(na) diˈθo I (should) get dressed
θa diˈθo I shall get dressed
ˈdiθika I got dressed

In addition there are a conditional tense, an imperative, and a set of
perfective tenses made with the verb to have:
Conditional:
θa ˈðuleva
θa diˈnomuna
Imperative:
ˈðuleve work!

I would work
I would get dressed
ˈðulepse work!

Perfective:
ˈexo ðuˈlepsi / ndiˈθi
θa ˈexo ðuˈlepsi / ndiˈθi
ˈixa ðuˈlepsi / ndiˈθi

ˈdisu get dressed!

I have worked / got dressed
I shall have worked / got dressed
I had worked / got dressed

2. USE OF THE FORMS
2.1. Active versus passive
In principle, active verbs are those where the subject carries out the action
('he ate the tiger'), while passive verbs are those where the subject suffers
the action ('he was eaten by the tiger', or more colloquially 'he got eaten').
But Greek makes rather wider use of the passive forms than this:
- Some very common verbs are passive in form but have an active meaning - i.e.
the subject carries out the action:
ˈskjeptome I think
ˈstekome
I stand
kjiˈmame
I sleep
Verbs with such meanings have no active form. Some grammarians call these verbs
'deponent'.
- Some verbs take the active form when the action is done to something else,
but the passive form when the action is done to the subject:
ˈkrivo
I hide (something)
ˈkrivome I hide (myself)
ˈpleno
I wash (something)
ˈplenome I wash (myself)
Some grammarians call these verbs 'reflexive'.
- Genuine passives - i.e. neither 'deponent' nore 'reflexive' - are rare in
Greek, and a sentence such as 'he got eaten' would normally be rendered as
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'they ate him'. But because many common words behave either like deponents or
like reflexives, you still have to know all the passive forms.
- Three particular verbs take active forms in their continuous tenses and
passive forms in their noncontinuous tenses. These are shown in the Vocabulary
as 'mixed' verbs.
A number of verbs appear in the Vocabulary in both active and passive forms,
with an appropriate difference of meaning: maˈzevo collect, maˈzevome get
picked up. In theory any verb can be either active or passive, but this doesn't
always seem to happen, so the best course is to treat the active and passive as
separate verbs.
2.2. Continuous versus noncontinuous
English has both continuous and noncontinuous verb-forms: he was standing
(continuous, denoting a state, or an action whose completion is not important)
versus he stood (noncontinuous, denoting an event that is now over). Greek
makes the same difference in the future and in the past (but see later for the
noncontinuous present):
θa ˈðo tin eˈleni
I shall see Helen (once)
θa ˈvlepo tin eˈleni I shall see Helen (repeatedly)
tin ˈiða
I saw her (once)
tin ˈevlepa
I used to see her
2.3. Conditional, imperative, perfective
The conditional, as in English, is used when there is an 'if' present or
implied: ˈðen θa ˈðuleva I wouldn't work (if...). The imperative is used to
give instructions. The perfectives have the same meanings as in English (and
have no non-continuous forms).
2.4. Persons
In English verbs, the person carrying out the action is denoted by the pronoun
immediately before the verb: 'I arrived', 'you did it'. In Greek it is the
ending of the verb that defines the person: ˈθelo I want, ˈθelis, ˈθelete you
want, and the pronoun is used only for emphasis. Greek recognises six 'persons'
in the grammatical sense, and each of the tenses shown in the overview above
varies its ending (see later) to denote these six persons:
Singular
1st
2nd
3rd

Plural
I
you (informal)
he/she/it

we
you (formal)
they

The 3rd sing. means 'he or she or it' in Greek - there is no distinction.
Like many languages, Greek has two forms for 'you', one informal and one
formal. The informal form is used when addressing family, friends, children and
animals; the formal form is used when addressing anyone else, and when
addressing more than one person of whatever status. This usage is the same as
that of French tu/vous and German Du/Sie - but in Greek you can use the
informal form to practically anyone you've spoken to before, unless you feel
that an air of particular formality is appropriate.
There is no satisfactory word in Greek for the indefinite pronoun 'one' in
English, as is 'One doesn't do that'. Instead, use whichever person seems
appropriate in the context - usually 'you (inf.)' or 'you (fml.)'.
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3. FORMING THE TENSES
3.1. Resources
Greek uses four resources to make the different tenses:
- it can use a different stem. The active stems shown above are ðulev for the
continuous and ðuleps for the noncontinuous, while the passive stems are din
and diθ respectively.
- it can use different endings: o, a, ome, etc. in the overview above. This
document uses a dot to separate the stem from the ending in places where that
makes it clearer.
- it can add a particle such as θa or na before the verb.
- it can move the stress to a different syllable: θa ðuˈlepso (future) versus
ˈðulepsa (past).
3.2. Verb classes
We also need to distinguish between Class I verbs and Class II verbs, since
they form the tenses differently. Fortunately the distinction is easy to make:
Class I verbs are those whose dictionary-form is stressed on the stem - ˈvlepo,
ˈkrivome - whereas Class II verbs are those whose dictionary-form is stressed
on the ending: miˈlo, boˈro, θiˈmame, kraˈtçeme. A few Class II verbs behave
slightly differently from the majority, so I call them Class IIx and mark them
in the Vocabulary with 'x'. Passives in eme behave slightly differently from
passives in ame, but we don't need to give them names because their category is
apparent from the dictionary-form.
Forming the tenses is dealt with in detail below.
4. VERB 'TO BE'
Present
ˈime
ˈise
ˈine
ˈimaste
ˈiste
ˈine

Past
I am
you (inf.) are
he/she/it is
we are
you (fml.) are
they are

ˈimuna
ˈisuna
ˈitane
ˈimaste
ˈisaste
ˈitan

I was
you (inf.) were
he/she/it was
we were
you (fml.) were
they were

It will be seen that we are and we were are the same in Greek (but ˈimastan we
were can be used if the context doesn't make the meaning clear). There are also
other variant forms, which I don't list. There is no noncontinuous. The future
is made by prefixing θa, usually with vowel elision: θa ˈime or ˈθame I shall
be.
5. CONTINUOUS PRESENT
English has two present tenses, one continuous and one noncontinuous: I work
and I am working. In Greek the continuous present is used to render both
meanings: ðuˈlevo tin iˈmera I work during the day, ðuˈlevo ˈtora I'm working
now. The Greek noncontinuous present has other functions, described later.
5.1. Active continuous present
To form the active continuous present, add personal endings to the continuous
stem:
Class I Class II
Class IIx
ˈftan.o miˈl.o
boˈr.o
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'reach'
I:
you:
he:
we:
you:
they:

'speak'
ˈftan.o
ˈftan.is
ˈftan.i
ˈftan.ume
ˈftan.ete
ˈftan.une

'can'
miˈl.ao
miˈl.as
miˈl.ai
miˈl.ame
miˈl.ate
miˈl.ane

boˈr.o
boˈr.is
boˈr.i
boˈr.ume
boˈr.ite
boˈr.une

Notes:
- in Class I verbs the stress remains on the stem; in Class II and Class IIx
verbs it remains on the ending.
- Class II verbs have a throughout the ending, the dictionary-form miˈlo
becoming miˈlao colloquially. Other vowels are however found in the ending in
higher styles.
- Class IIx has the same vowels as Class I (except in the 2nd plur.), but with
the stress on the ending instead of on the stem.
- final e in the 3rd plur. may be omitted.
5.1.1. Shortened forms
A few Class I verbs whose stem ends in a vowel or ɣ have shortened forms of the
active continuous present. These shortened forms are used side by side with the
longer forms, but are more colloquial. They are shown in the Vocabulary with an
x: aˈkuo x.
Full
'hear'
I:
you:
he:
we:
you:
they:

Shortened
'say'
aˈkuo
aˈkuis
aˈkui
aˈkuume
aˈkuete
aˈkuune

'be at fault'
I:
you:
he:
we:
you:
they:

Full

Shortened

aˈkuo
aˈkus
aˈkui
aˈkume
aˈkute
aˈkune

ˈleɣo
ˈlejjis
ˈlejji
ˈleɣume
ˈlejjete
ˈleɣune

'eat'
ˈfteo
ˈfteis
ˈftei
ˈfteume
ˈfteete
ˈfteune

ˈfteo
ˈftes
ˈftei
ˈfteme
ˈftete
ˈftene

ˈleo
ˈles
ˈlei
ˈleme
ˈlete
ˈlene

ˈtroɣo
ˈtrojjis
ˈtrojji
ˈtroɣume
ˈtrojjete
ˈtroɣune

ˈtroo
ˈtros
ˈtroi
ˈtrome
ˈtrote
ˈtrone

Similarly ˈθes you (inf.) want instead of ˈθelis, and ˈpao ˈpas ˈpai ˈpame
ˈpate ˈpane as a frequently used alternative to piˈjjeno.
5.2. Passive continuous present
Passive verbs form their continuous present by adding passive endings to the
continuous stem:
Class I
Class II
'get up' 'sleep'
I:
ˈdin.ome
you:
ˈdin.ese
he:
ˈdin.ete
we:
diˈn.omaste
you:
ˈdin.este
they:
ˈdin.onde

Class II
'get tired'
kjiˈm.ame
kjiˈm.ase
kjiˈm.ate
kjiˈm.umaste
kjiˈm.aste
kjiˈm.unde

vaˈrjj.eme
vaˈrjj.ese
vaˈrjj.ete
vaˈrjj.umaste
vaˈrjj.este
vaˈrjj.unde
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Notes:
- in Class I verbs the stress remains on the stem, except for the 1st plur.
diˈnomaste, where the ending is three syllables long and must therefore always
carry the stress. In Class II verbs the stress remains on the ending.
- verbs ending in ame resemble their active counterpart miˈlo in that a is
present in four of the six endings, u being used in the other two. Verbs ending
in eme have e where verbs in ame have a.
- the three 'mixed' verbs form their continuous present tense like ˈdinome.
5.3. Similarities of sound
The endings ete and ate refer to 'you (fml.)' when added to active verbs, but
to 'he/she/it' when added to passive verbs; similarly the endings ume and ame
refer to 'we' on active verbs, but to 'I' on passive verbs (passive ome not
being readily distinguished from active ume in speech). So you need to know
whether a verb is normally active or passive to know which person is meant:
ˈftanete
you (fml.) arrive
siˈkonete he gets up
miˈlate
θiˈmate

you (fml.) speak
he remembers

ˈθelume
ˈerxome

we want
I come

miˈlame
kjiˈmame

we speak
I sleep

6. NONCONTINUOUS STEM
6.1. Forming the stem
As can be seen in the Vocabulary, every Greek verb has two stems, one
continuous and one noncontinuous: the continuous stem is used to make the
continuous tense, and the noncontinuous to make the noncontinuous tenses. There
is no reliable way of predicting one stem from the other, so at the end of the
day you have to learn each verb individually (and not all dictionaries list
both stems!). But the following patterns are worth noting:
- most Class I active verbs (Types a to f) form the noncontinuous by adding s
to the continuous stem, with various modifications to the resulting
consonant-cluster.
- Class I active verbs of Types g to k don't add s.
- all Class II active verbs (i.e. Types l and m) add s to form the
noncontinuous. There is some variation in the vowel preceding the s.
- the passive noncontinuous is formed from the active noncontinuous stem.
- all passive noncontinuous forms end in ˈo, and usually ˈθo, and the stress
always falls on the last syllable.
Noncontinuous forms show a number of alternatives: for example ˈðoso (from
ˈðino Type k), is ˈðoko in very popular speech, while epitreˈfθo (from
epiˈtrepome, Type p) has the more learned form epitraˈpo. Also, passive
noncontinuous forms that end in ˈsθo or ˈfθo are often pronounced ˈsto and ˈfto
(see under Pronunciation). Alternatively the p of Type p verbs may be retained
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under learned influence: skjepˈθo. So this verb can appear as skjepˈθo,
skjepˈto, skjeˈfθo or skjeˈfto.
6.2. Change of Class
The stress can fall on the stem in the continuous form but on the ending in the
noncontinuous form, and vice versa, so a verb can change from Class I to Class
II, and vice versa when changing aspect. As follows:
- all passive verbs, of either Class, are Class IIx in the noncontinuous.
- all active Class II verbs (Types l and m) change to Class I in the
noncontinuous.
- most active Class I verbs don't change Class, but a few (Types h and i)
change to Class II in the noncontiuous.
7. NONCONTINUOUS PRESENT
7.1. Formation
To form the noncontinuous present, add the active endings of the appropriate
Class (I or IIx) to the noncontinuous stem. Since the noncontinuous is most
often used after the particle na, I show that too:
'lose'
I:
you:
he:
we:
you:
they:

'ask'
na-ˈxas.o
na-ˈxas.is
na-ˈxas.i
na-ˈxas.ume
na-ˈxas.ete
na-ˈxas.une

'get tired'
na-roˈtis.o
na-roˈtis.is
na-roˈtis.i
na-roˈtis.ume
na-roˈtis.ete
na-roˈtis.une

na-vareˈθ.o
na-vareˈθ.is
na-vareˈθ.i
na-vareˈθ.ume
na-vareˈθ.ite
na-vareˈθ.une

The few active Class I verbs that change to Class IIx in the noncontinous
(Types h and i) behave as follows (note the change from ɣ to jj in ˈvɣo):
'say'
I:
you:
he:
we:
you:
they:

'go out'
na-ˈp.o
na-ˈp.is
na-ˈp.i
na-ˈp.ume
na-ˈp.ite
na-ˈp.une

'go up'
na-ˈvɣ.o
na-ˈvjj.is
na-ˈvjj.i
na-ˈvɣ.ume
na-ˈvjj.ite
na-ˈvɣ.une

n-aneˈv.o
n-aneˈv.is
n-aneˈv.i
n-aneˈv.ume
n-aneˈv.ite
n-aneˈv.une

Verbs of Type t take active Class I forms in the noncontinuous:
'sit'
I:
you:
he:
we:
you:
they:

'come'
na-kaˈθis.o
na-kaˈθis.is
na-kaˈθis.i
na-kaˈθis.ume
na-kaˈθis.ete
na-kaˈθis.une

'come' (see note)
na-ˈerθ.o
ˈn-art.o
na-ˈerθ.is
ˈn-art.is
na-ˈerθ.i
ˈn-art.i
na-ˈerθ.ume
ˈn-art.ume
na-ˈerθ.ete
(ˈn-art.ete)
na-ˈerθ.une
ˈn-art.une

Note: The shortened forms ˈn-arto etc. are arrived at by phonetic processes
described under Pronunciation, and are very common (except for ˈn-artete) in
the colloquial language.
ˈfao, the noncontinuous of ˈtroɣo, behaves like ˈpao: ˈfao ˈfas ˈfai ˈfame
ˈfate ˈfane.
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7.2. Use of the noncontinuous present
The noncontinuous present can be used only after the particles na and θa and a
few conjunctions. In all cases it means that the action is seen as having an
end, or at any rate as not running on indefinitely:
an ˈfai
if he eats (once)
an ˈtroi
if he (makes a habit of) eating
ˈθelo na-ˈðulevo
I want to work (habitually)
ˈθelo na ˈðulepso I want to do some work
The noncontinuous present cannot stand without such an introductory particle.
8. CONTINUOUS AND NONCONTINUOUS FUTURE
To make the continuous future, prefix θa to the continuous present; to make the
noncontinuous future, prefix θa to the noncontinuous present:
θa-ðuˈlevume ˈkaθe ˈmera
we'll be working every day
θa-vaˈrjjeme me-to-ˈjjani
I'll be getting bored with Yannis
θa-ðuˈlepsume ˈavrjjo
we'll do some work tomorrow
θa-vareˈθo me-aˈfti-ti-ðuˈlja I'll get bored with that work
The negative ðen precedes θa:
ðe-θa-ðuˈlevume ˈkaθe ˈmera
ðe-θa-vareˈθo me-to-ˈjjani

we won't be working every day
I won't get bored with Yannis

9. THE PARTICLE na
9.1. Using na to join verbs
Virtually all languages have a mechanism for joining two verbs together;
English puts the second verb in the infinitive: we want to eat, they decided to
leave. Greek has no infinitive, so it puts the second verb in the present
(usually noncontinuous) and joins the two verbs with na. This means that the
second verb, as well as the first, has to show personal endings:
ˈθelo na-ˈerθo
I want to come
ˈθelis na-ˈerθis
you (inf.) want to cpme
ˈθeli na-ˈerθi
he/she/it wants to come
ˈθelume na-ˈerθume we want to come
ˈθelete na-ˈerθete you (fml.) want to come
ˈθelune na-ˈerθune they want to come
The second part of these expressions is a complete clause in Greek (I want that
I should come), so different meanings can be created by using different
personal endings on the two verbs:
ˈθelo na-ˈerθis
I want you (inf.) to come
ˈθelo na-ˈerθi
I want him come
ˈθelume na-ˈerθete we want you (fml.) to come
ˈθelete na-ˈerθo
you (fml.) want me to come
Some other common expressions followed by na and either the noncontinuous or
continuous present according to meaning are:
- elˈpizo hope to:
elˈpizo na-jjiˈriso ˈavrio I hope to come back tomorrow
- koˈndevo be close (to doing sthg.):
koˈndevi na-stamaˈtisi he's close to stopping, he's nearly stopping
- m-aˈresi I like to:
m-aˈresi na-ˈtroɣo eˈljes I like eating olives
- skoˈpevo intend to:
ˈpote skoˈpevis na-ˈmaθis eliniˈkaʔ when do you intend to learn Greek?
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- ˈskjeptome think of:
ˈskjeptonde na-ˈfiɣune they're thinking of leaving
- ˈksero know (how to):
ðeŋ-ˈgzeri na-ˈɣrafi he doesn't know how to write
- ˈleɣo talk about:
ˈlei na-jjiˈrisi he's talking about going back
- boˈri (3rd sing. of boro) it's possible:
boˈri na-ˈerθume perhaps we'll come
- ðen-aˈksizi it's not worth:
ðen-aˈksizi na-stenoxoriˈθis it's not worth your getting annoyed
- apaɣoˈrevete (3rd sing.) it is forbidden:
apaɣoˈrevete na-ˈfas psoˈmi it's forbidden for you (inf.) to eat bread
- epiˈtrepete (3rd sing.) it's allowed:
epiˈtrepete na-ˈfiɣumeʔ is it allowed that we leave? are we allowed to leave?
Used by itself, epiˈtrepete means May I?
9.2. Using na as a noun-clause
Expressions introduced with na are of course noun-clauses, and have four
important further uses:
- after adjectives:
kaˈlitero na-ˈfame eˈðo it's better for us to eat here
- after the prepositions ˈðixos and xoˈris without:
ðuˈlevume ˈðixos na-pliroˈnomaste we work without getting paid
- after the preposition jja to to indicate purpose:
ˈerxome jja-na-ˈðo to-ˈspiti I'm coming in order to see the house
- standing alone, to
na-ˈfiɣoʔ
ˈpu na-ˈpameʔ
ˈpote na-ˈerθumeʔ

indicate a possible but not actual course of action:
are you suggesting that I should leave?
where are we to go?
when would you like us to come?

As a noun-clause, an expression with na can begin with the definite article: to
na-ˈfijjis aˈmesos ˈine to-kaˈlitero your leaving immediately is the best.
9.3. Negative of na
na is made negative by adding min, not ðen:
ˈθelo na-ˈmin-ˈerθis
I want you not to come
boˈrune na-ˈmi-ˈfiɣune
they might not leave
ˈti na-ˈmi-ˈfaoʔ
what am I not to eat?
ðuˈlevo jja-na-ˈmi-vaˈrjjeme I work so as not to be bored
to-na-ˈmin-ˈdros...
your policy of not eating...
This difference between min and ðen enables Greek to make distinctions of
meaning which English has to make in other ways:
ðe-ˈθeli na-stamaˈtisi
she doesn't have a desire to stop
ˈθeli na-ˈmi-stamaˈtisi she has a desire to not stop
ðem-ˈbrepi na-ˈpate
it isn't necessary that you should go
ˈprepi na-ˈmim-ˈbate
it's necessary that you should not go
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